[The assessment of the severity of pulmonary edema by computed tomography. A comparison between high-resolution computed tomography, objective evaluation with density masks and functional tests].
The results of high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) were correlated with those of pulmonary function tests, chest films and CT expiratory density mask values in the evaluation of pulmonary emphysema in 33 symptomatic subjects. Emphysema was quantitated with both subjective and objective measurements. Conventional chest films were useful to diagnose severe emphysema but its actual extent was more reliably evaluated with CT scoring systems. HRCT and density mask correlated well with function tests, but the former method exhibited stronger correlation with carbon monoxide diffusion capacity. The opposite was true for hyperinflation and expiratory obstruction variables. Subjective CT estimates, which are quick and easy to perform, were seen to correspond more specifically to the pathophysiologic derangement and should therefore be used to evaluate the anatomic extent of disease. The functional severity of emphysema correlated only with the overall extent of disease and not with its regional distribution in the upper or lower lungs. Finally, in 4 cases (12.1%) with low CT scores, FEV1 was reduced but diffusion capacity values were normal. In one of these patients HRCT showed signs of bronchiolitis. In fact, small airway disease might be a more critical factor in determining functional impairment than the actual anatomical emphysema.